
Little Critters that Transcend Extremes: Water Bears as Nature’s Toughest Animals 
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Tardigrades, more commonly called as water bears, might initially come as weird-looking, 

microscopic water pests that might not pose any significance in the humdrum of life. However, 

upon closer inspection, these tiny eight-legged swimmers prove first impressions wrong – they 

are dubbed as nature’s toughest animal.  

Rightly called so, water bears are very unique in their survival under extreme 

environmental conditions. They are aquatic invertebrates that endure temperatures far beyond 

boiling point and almost absolute zero, radiation that is a hundred-times greater than what is safe 

for mammals, and pressures more immense than those of the world’s deepest trenches. To add 

to this excellent list, they have also been found to endure the vacuum of space when, in 2007, 

researcher Ingemar Jonsson launched them to orbit and successfully resurrected them.  

These tenacious qualities that combat harsh conditions are carried out by these tiny 

animals by entering a cryptobiotic, or dormant, state. In this state, their metabolism and water 

content drops to about near zero activity and level, respectively, rendering their condition death-

like. They dry up and curl into a ball called “tun”. Hence, they become hardy, dehydrated micro-

animals that can amazingly remain in this dormant state for up to 100 years, waiting to be 

regenerated by a more favorable environment.  

It is peculiar that the most resilient of all lifeforms is to be found in such a little organism. 

Water bears are very small animals that they are about a third of the size of a pinhead, at around 

200 to 500 micrometers. This gains them another advantage by being inconspicuous to predators. 

However, they are predators themselves. Their plumpness might deceive to make them look like 

gentle swimmers, but they are actually feisty hunters darting their dagger-like mouths to catch 

algae and rotifers across the waters.  

Because of this collective, water bears have inhabited the planet longer than any other 

recorded organism (and logically survive for coming millennia) and can inhabit almost any 

conceivable region on Earth, many of which are lethal to most other creatures. 



 Although their minute size makes it difficult for them to be fossilized, the earliest water 

bear fossils are from the mid-Cambrian era. Their brilliant survival skills frame themselves to 

outlast creatures of the present time. Moreover, they are equipped to live in the Antarctic, 

desserts, mountain summits in solid ice, ocean trenches and most probably places where 

scientific research has yet to discover. 

A few years after their discovery, water bears were given the name Tardigrada, meaning 

“slow-steppers”. It seems that its entry to scientific inspection has deemed it as just an inferior 

insect to be found in moss and ponds and lakes. If this is so, its early years of being studied has 

greatly underestimated its immense adaptability evolution and arsenal for survival. With their 

fleshy, segmented bodies, and odd-looking claws, who knew what these strange creatures are 

capable of? Water bears, with all of its biological genius, stand as strongest of them all.  
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